RENTAL INDUSTRY CATALOG

HAND-FED CHIPPERS / STUMP GRINDERS / ATTACHMENTS

MODEL 65XP

Bandit’s most compact towable chipper is a
favorite for both homeowners and contractors
processing limbs and brush up to 6 inches
in diameter. The key to the Model 65XP’s
success is its wide 6” x 12” chipper opening,
which is double the size of most other 6”
capacity chippers. Gasoline-powered, it’s
been a rental favorite for over 20 years.

BANDIT HAND-FED CHIPPERS
®

PEOPLE WILL DRIVE OUT OF THEIR
WAY TO RENT A BANDIT CHIPPER

People will drive out of their way to rent a Bandit because they are popular,
high performance workhorses that are easy to operate.

Now available on select Bandit® hand-fed chippers, the clutchless option replaces the
traditional clutch with a mechanical connection that utilizes the main drive belt for disc
or drum engagement. This design can reduce maintenance costs and downtime by
eliminating drive belt adjustments, clutch adjustments, and costly clutch replacements

Model 65XP

Rental companies own Bandit chippers because private tree care companies,
municipalities and government agencies prefer to own Bandit chippers. And
because they are built to last and hold their resale value.

MODEL 90XP

Another rental favorite for over 20 years, the
Model 90XP is a 9” capacity chipper with a
wide 9½” x 17” chipper opening. It chips at a
45-degree angle for a smooth cutting action
and features a dual-wheel feed system with
gasoline or diesel engine options. It’s favored
by homeowners and contractors because of
its compact size and strong chipping power.

Let our reputation precede us – Bandit Chippers are sought after by both
professionals and homeowners alike. With over 50,000 in operation, our reputation
of quality-built machines and unmatched productivity and low owning and operating
costs is well known. People know what to expect when they see the Bandit name.

BUILT TO LAST

MODEL 75XP

INTIMIDATOR 12XP

Similar in stature to the Model 65XP, the
Model 75XP offers a slightly larger 7” x 12”
chipper opening and a choice of gasoline or
diesel engine options. It’s compact enough
for homeowner use but strong enough to
process large limbs up to 7” in diameter.

Model 75XP

Drum-style chippers are popular among
contractors handling larger jobs with big
material, and the Intimidator 12XP is a class
leader. Rated as a 12” capacity chipper, it
features a large 24” diameter drum with a
13” x 17” chipper opening and a dual-wheel
feed system to easily handle large limbs
and forked material. It can be equipped with
either gasoline or diesel engine options.

HIGH PERFORMANCE IS KEY

BANDIT BUILDS THE BEST CHIPPERS FOR RENTAL COMPANIES BECAUSE

BANDIT BUILDS YOUR BOTTOM LINE.

Model 200UC Clutchless

Model 90XP

Bandit builds all of our equipment
using steel-welded construction and
specialized manufacturing teams that
work on each machine from start to
finish. This ensures that our equipment
will stand the test of time, require less
maintenance, and hold its value better
than any other chipper option.

Our larger chipper openings, powerful feed systems, and unmatched
throwing velocity mean greater productivity than any other chipper option.
Your customers will spend less time cutting limbs and finish their projects
in less time. Operators are consistently pleased in how quickly they finish
projects and rental companies know that less time spent on a project means
less wear and tear on their machine.

NO CLUTCH – NO PROBLEM

Intimidator™ 12XP

MODEL 150XP

The Model 150XP is one of Bandit’s legendary
12” capacity disc-style chippers. This
compact machine features a 14” x 17”
chipper opening and a dual-wheel feed
system to easily process large limbs. Gasoline
or diesel engine options are available.

Model 150XP

BANDIT STUMP GRINDERS

HIGH-PRODUCTION MACHINES
WITH THE LOWEST MAINTENANCE
COSTS IN THE INDUSTRY!

MODEL ZT1844

Model 2250R

The ZT1844 is a compact, maneuverable and extremely capable track stump grinder that’s an excellent rental
machine for both homeowners and stump grinding professionals. With a 26-horsepower gas engine, grinding depth
of 12 inches and a 44-inch side-to-side cutter wheel swing, it has the power and performance that professionals
need. At 29 inches wide this machine easily fits through backyard gates, and with simple controls,
turf-friendly tracks and zero-turn capability, it’s also an ideal rental machine for homeowner use.

Model HB-20 Sidewinder

QUICK RETURN-ON-INVESTMENT.

MODEL HB-20 SIDEWINDER

Beltless hydrostatic direct-drive for easy operation & extremely low maintenance.
Interested in larger stump grinders? Bandit offers a wide range of wheeled and track
machines to fit any size stump grinding project. Contact Bandit at 1-800-952-0178
or visit online at www.banditchippers.com for more information.

This long-time rental favorite is self-propelled and features a unique pivoting midsection,
allowing users to unlock the wheeled base while swinging the cutter wheel manually to
grind stumps. Powered by a 25-horsepower gasoline engine, it’s ideal for homeowners and
contractors clearing small stumps in tight locations.

Hydrostatic
Direct-Drive
Cutter Wheel

Self-propelled with two- or four-wheel drive on turf-friendly tires or a Bandit-designed rubber-track
undercarriage, the 2550 features gasoline or diesel engine options and plenty of power to grind
large-diameter stumps. Both the self-propelled and track versions are still compact enough to fit
through 36” backyard gates, making it an excellent machine for both contractors and homeowners.

MODEL 2250R

Bandit’s newest stump grinder is self-propelled with two-wheel drive and turf friendly tires.
Gasoline powered with a 25-horsepower engine, it features intuitive controls for easy operation of all functions. It’s compact enough to maneuver into tight areas and powerful enough to
quickly grind small-to-medium sized stumps.

MODEL 2550

EASY TO OPERATE AND EXTREMELY LOW MAINTENANCE

Newly designed hub and addition of scrapers add to better shaft seal life
As with Bandit’s line of hand-fed chippers, all stump grinders are built by
dedicated teams using steel-welded construction and the highest quality
components available. From simple handlebar units to self-propelled wheeled
stumpers, track stumpers and towable units, Bandit has stump grinders to
handle the needs of both homeowners and high-production contractors.

Model ZT1844

Model 2550 Track

Model 2550

High-maintenance stump grinders are a thing of the past thanks to the redesigned and
upgraded stumpers from Bandit Industries. Featuring beltless hydrostatic direct-drive to
the cutter wheel, Bandit stump grinders require considerably less maintenance compared to
traditional stump grinders, while still delivering all the stump grinding power that professional
contractors demand. These machines are also extremely user-friendly for homeowners,
and because Bandit stump grinders don’t use belts, maintenance costs and downtime are
significantly reduced. Depending on usage, Bandit stump grinders can pay for themselves
in a matter of months.

FORESTRY MULCHER
ATTACHMENTS

TURNING ORDINARY SKID STEERS INTO
EXTRAORDINARY MULCHING MONSTERS

BUILT TO OUT-PERFORM AND OUTLAST THE COMPETITION.

That means a lower cost-of-ownership and a faster return on investment for rental companies that
already own a fleet of popular skid-steer or compact track loaders. The Model 60FM and 72FM mulcher
heads feature 34 and 42 carbide teeth respectively. The teeth are arranged in a unique pattern that pushes
material toward the center of the mulching head. The teeth also include rakers that regulate the size of the bite,
helping ensure a finer end product with minimal regrinding.

The exclusive anvil that is standard on every Bandit head acts as a second cutting surface,
producing the best end product on the first pass. This improves productivity and reduces fuel
consumption, while also preventing material from jamming the drum, a common problem among
competitor’s equipment.
The result is an easy-to-use attachment built to Bandit standards of quality that will do more than
the competition on the first pass. It also means these attachments will have a longer service life
with reduced maintenance costs. The Bandit Model 60FM and Model 72FM are cost-effective
attachments that will last longer and provide an excellent return-on-investment.

Bandit’s lineup of Forestry Mulcher attachments combine the strength of a
Bandit machine with the versatility of a skid-steer or compact track loader.
Choose from the Model 60FM or the Model 72FM forestry mulcher attachment
for powerful light- and medium-duty land clearing projects.

Model 60FM

The strength of Bandit’s forestry mulching attachments is their ease of use.
They attach quickly via a quick attach plate and are operated by the loader’s
existing hydraulic systems. That means it takes only a few moments to attach
either the Model 60FM or the Model 72FM and get to work. The loader powers
a single variable speed hydraulic motor on the mulching head, giving the
mulchers impressive grinding power with very simple maintenance.

RUN ONE FOR YOURSELF. CONTACT BANDIT INDUSTRIES FOR A DEMONSTRATION.
Call us at 1-800-952-0178, or learn more online at WWW.BANDITCHIPPERS.COM.

Model 72FM
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